2000 audi a4 1.8 turbo

We bought this car for my kid. The car had k miles which isn't much from the reviews I have
read on this vehicle. But,after owning it for less than 2 weeks it was in the shop. It seems like as
soon as I fix one thing, another one breaks. I am ready to take it to auction. Best car I've ever
owned! Only two dislikes and they are minor. I definitely recommend a Audi A4 Quattro, and
would also say to buy winter tires and summer tires then rotate to avoid AWD tire issues. When
you buy an Audi you have to accept it for what it is. My A4 1. I've put 65, on it in my 5 years of
ownership. Right now the dash is lit up like a Christmas tree, but rather than be obsessed with
those lights, I just keep on driving. I think people should stop trying to keep the 'check engine'
light out and just accept the fact that Audis have issues. However, that doesn't prevent them
from being an outstanding car. My Audi at , has many issues, but it also starts, stops, and gets
me where I need to go. It's fun and has always been dependable. This was the most luxurious
and fastest car I ever owned. I previously came from a Jetta that didnt have traction control.
Minnesota winters suck so I thought id try out the Audi A4 Quattro. Handled like a beast! I had
to sell to pay for college, but I had hose leak which caused an annoying serpentine belt squeak.
Found out from the new owner that the front axel snapped and blew out the motor mount, very
unfortunate. I bought my Audi A4 1. I was so mad I sent my Audi to the used car auction. I also
had to replace brake pads every 11, miles. I thought this was also unreasonable. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the A4. View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. A4 model: All A4 models 1. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. It is what it is Items per page:. Write a review See all A4s for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the A4. Sign Up. VAG 1. It is one of my favorite engines and offers much tuning
potential and is well supported when it comes to upgrade parts. The cubic centimeters in this 20
Valve turbo charged engine represents what must still be one of the most tunable engines
around today and is found in family cars like the A3 and A4 and on sports oriented models like
the TT, and the S3. It often features in engine swap projects such is the versatility of this great
engine block. The 1. The compression ratio is set to 9. Technical information of this engine:
Bore size of 81mm 3. The turbo delivers a boost pressure of 8. The engine code is found at the
top part of the engine near the valve cover on the side etched into the head so you might have
to clean it off as the stamp often gets covered in grime. The engine codes are This list is not
exhaustive and covers the most popular engines, some engines were only available in selected
markets. We have also seen some swaps on older models, where for example VW Polos and
Golfs had a 1. Fast road camshafts usually bump the performance across the rpm range, you
could drop a little bottom end bhp but the high end rpm power will be better. Motorsport and
race camshafts, bump the high end rpm power band but as a result the car will not idle
smoothly and low end power nearly always suffers. I'd never have found a Motorsport camshaft
to be a pleasure to live with when on the daily commute, because the lumpy idle will make the
car prone to stall and smooth driving at low rpm becomes impossible. If you are developing a
track car this doesn't matter as you are in the high end of your RPM range anyway and that is
where you want the power to be. Some 1. A fast road camshaft is one of the most effective
mods you can do on the 1. Competition cams are not great at low RPM and can be quite lump,
which makes driving in traffic quite tricky and you'll need a higher tick over to avoid stalling. A
fast road cam works really well though, as it's optimised for road use, it's all about the profile
you choose really. There are some good hybrid turbo options out there and the newer twin
scroll turbos are worth investigating, much depends on where in the rev range you want the
power and other mods you've done. Porting and flowing the head is really effective, and
TorqueCars recommend a 3 or 5 angle valve job to maximise airflow into the engine. This will
ensure the engine gives better low end torque and increases it's efficiency. Expect to have to
upgrade the clutch when increasing the power of the engine or the clutch life will be
dramatically reduced the TT aftermarket clutches are likely to be the best option. The stronger
engines had pistons from forged aluminum Mahle, with fracture split forged steel connecting
rods mated to a forged crankshaft which is capable of handling far more that the mild bhp tune
and retaining reliability. The KO3 turbo has 12 blades, and with the right supporting mods can
release power around bhp, the K03s has 8 blades, although lower than the KO3 the K03s will
support around to bhp. The K04 is a larger turbo and came in three versions some suited to the
transverse engine layout in the A4. When remapped you should see an easy bhp on the stock 1.
When pushing these turbos hard you really should look to upgrade the air intake and
intercooler. Turbos fitted to the 1. An obvious upgrade path for KO3 turbo owners is to swap in
a KO4 turbo. The software takes a lot of getting right for the maximum power gains but
interestingly most people report that the KO4 turbo runs fine on the standard manufacturers
ECU Map. It is usually easier to remap the standard KO3 engine and set the boost to 1 bar as
per a number of aftermarket Audi tuners standard remaps. The KO4 changes the characteristics
of the engine and gives a more rewarding drive pulling hard and when the KO3 starts to run out

of steam around rpm the KO4 still delivers good power so is the logical track day or drag strip
turbo. You may think the KO4 is more prone to lag but this is not the case and both are very
similar as far as low down low boost power goes. A number of aftermarket turbos are available
which fit the standard down pipe and they can be tailor made to suit your requirements with
many drivers looking for a mix of economy below rpm and massive power gains from to Hybrid
turbos work really well on the 1. We've seen mechanics spending a loads on turbocharger
upgrades on the 1. Large upgraded turbo units often experience no power at low rpm, and low
capacity turbo units spool up much more quickly but don't have the top end power band gains.
Twin scroll turbos divert the exhaust flow into 2 channels and feed these at differently angled
vanes in the turbo charger. They also boost the scavenging effect of the engine. We note 4 bar
air sensors coping with quite large power gains, whereas the OEM air sensor was restricting
power at a much lower level. The N75 is controlled by the ECU and acts as a bleed valve, it
regulated the spool up and boost duration of the turbo. If your N75 is faulty you'll generally
experience lower boost, and or power surging or lumpy power delivery. It may even drop into
limp home mode. You want the turbo to keep spinning but if you lift off the boost produced will
just build up, if the turbo shuts down, you'll have to wait for it to spool up. Generally in most
cars the wastegate assists the turbo to keep spinning and producing power. The N75 uses the
wasted boost to keep the turbo spinning at light load conditions, clever eh? This is why you
don't want to fit an atmospheric dump valve, as all that lovely pressurised fast moving air is lost
plus it upsets the ECU and you don't want an upset ECU do you? It sits between the wastegate
and turbos high pressure outlet, it has 2 outputs and just 1 boost input. The output goes to
either the wastegate and the intake fully diverting boost to the wastegate when it's closed or
leaking some boost to the intake allowing for a faster spool up. The top of the N75 is a small
screw, in some cars this has a locked thread to prevent tampering. But if you're lucky you won't
be thread locked and can make adjustments to it. You only need to make very small
adjustments to make a difference, and you need to bear in mind the ECU is expecting a certain
range of performance from it and will go all LIMP on you if you get it wrong. Setting the N75
valve right is a bit of an art but adjust it to the right and very little air will be vented from the
wastegate giving a smoother power delivery but less overall boost. Turn it to the left you'll get
more boost going to the wastegate but you'll notice the power spiking as the N75 closes and
opens. Essentially a performance version allows greater range of control, a faster response and
will be less prone to sticking or leaking, all of which can cause problems in your power delivery.
We have heard of people swapping the N75 for an N18 successfully but you'd be better of
sourcing a performance version. The air intake may need upgrading, typically the sensor
housing is enlarged and used with the OEM MAF sensor, but it makes sense to upgrade the
MAF sensor if you want to hit higher power levels. Most tuners we speak with say to over
specify your injectors flow rate. You won't get more power just adding bigger injectors, but you
will hit power limits with other mods fitted if you don't supply enough fuel. Others use a drive by
wire system and use the ME7. We've seen 1. Your map needs to take the injector profile into
account, so fitting a well known unit can save a lot of time and headaches later. This depends
on how the car is driven so if you are are a heavy footed driver or make lots of short journeys
on a cold engine the service interval is reduced from these figures. Use of the wrong type of oil
will cause the oil pump to seize due to sludge created in the turbo housing. This causes a
catastrophic loss of oil pressure and engine failure and unless you can prove that the correct oil
grade was used the warranty is invalidated. The engine takes 3. Using the wrong oil will almost
guarantee you get dangerous sludge build up which will eventually wreck the turbo. NB: Not all
oils marked synthetic are true synthetics. Some users have reported problems with early coil
packs but most of these will have been replaced now and newer coil packs do not seem to have
any problems. Fitting a blow off valve or dump valve can cause problems with the engine
management as there is a loss of system pressure. The air flow sensor can become soiled
particularly if you use a filter which is impregnated with oil. Take off the air flow sensor and
clean with a IPA based solvent if you notice any hesitation or problems that can be assigned to
a faulty MAF. Please share this page with your friends on :. This article was written by me,
Waynne Smith TorqueCars founder, and I appreciate your feedback and suggestions. This entry
was filed under Audi. You can leave a response below or join our forum to discuss this article
and car modification in detail with our members. If you liked this page please share it with your
friends, drop a link to it in your favourite forum or use the bookmarking options to save it to
your social media profile. Feedback Please use our forums if you wish to ask a tuning question ,
and please note we do not sell parts or services, we are just an online magazine. Name required.
Mail not published required. Your Constructive comments on this article. I build a auditt which
we stroked to a 2. I am sitting with a huge problem in that the throttle closes itself under hard
boost. Is there any way of solving this problem. On the dyno the car acts normal but on the road

it starts having a mind of its own. It sounds like the car is going into limp home mode or the anti
knock protection is kicking in. I suspect you need better fuelling. Did you uprate the fuel pump
and injectors? On the dyno the air intake is usually warmer therefore less oxygen is available on
the open road the air intake is much cooler and it could just be the difference between the car
running lean or not. Check the boost levels when this happens and see what happens to the
fuelling. I run my car hard often and have had not problems with its performance. And as soon
as I get a second car to become my daily driver I will strip the TT down and build it up for time
attacks while staying with the 1. He was right about that. Life fast and live free. The jerk is from
too much boost at low RPMs. I had the same problem with a stock 1. I had it worked on and they
pinched the line to the waste gate and it was running full boost all the time. Hopes this helps.
Almost destroyed engine. O-ring between oil filter flange and turbo oil cooler assembly dried
out and leaked badly. Easy fix, and nothing but a cheap o-ring. Owners of older models Audis
should replace this o-ring. Unit located where oil filter screws on, between the filter and the
engine oil flange. Thats right to the top line on the dipstick. If I put 4. U guys should check that!
There would appear to be some differences between these engines across the range. Perhaps
the Transverse A4 1. Interested to know how the front control arm bushings held up to
Champcar in your B5 Audi. I am building a 1. What codes are compatible with ATW? Can i use
any engine code just as long as I get the ECU that comes with it? Is there a reason for this?
Also, are you certain that the connecting rods are forged? Forged components cannot be
identified on the engine code alone, the year of manufacture also comes into play. Fantastic
article in plain english: I have a 1. We have heard of cheap import turbos suffering from
premature failure, sadly the quality control and casting of these cheap imported turbos can
often be far from ideal. Not that all are bad, but we would tend to source a local reconditioned
one or used one with some kind of warranty. You do get what you pay for. Fantastic article,
thanks for putting it together. I have a 1. Do you think this would require a turbo and clutch
upgrade to retain reliability? The stock turbo is K03 on my unit. Appreciate your input. The
article says that engine puts out up to so hopefully my assumptions are correct! The only other
question is whether, if I buy and install a Bluefin remap, Audi would know that I have done so
use it for a bit and return to normal map before putting in for a service? Hi Just had my A4 1.
What boost psi would it be running on this stage1 And should I preorder a clutch and if so
would the TT clutch fit? It has the AVJ lump in it with a aluminium forge type DV which I can
change the spring, hence the question about boost pressure. I love it, power band from up and
just keeps pulling!! Great info by the way and glad to know that my AVJ engine is a strong one. I
have a A4 Quattro 1. Can anyone help me with how to set the timing on both crankshaft and
camshaft pulleys. Setting timing from scratch as if the belt broke. Where are the marks? The
main timing mark is on the crank, then you need to find TDC and set the cams accordingly. Any
thoughts. Have you checked the coilpacks? Hey there, I have a 1. Dont want to blow up my
beloved 1. What components should I upgrade to stay safe? Fuel pump? Typically a broken
thermostat, a faulty water pump, or blockage in the coolant. There are other more exotic
reasons. Thank you for this article. I have a bjx 1. I have read so many forums but not many
talking about this engine code. May I ask if you would know if the Pistons are mahle. I know the
weakest point of this engine is the rids. I have recently purchased a Garrett Gtr turbo from the
nisaan s14 s Would you recommend I change the Rods for this application and would a tuning
company remap my ecu to run such a turbo. Would it not be easier just to put an aftermarket
ecu for better tuning. The BJX does not appear to have forged pistons but my data on that is not
conclusive as the part is not listed! If you are pushing power to the bhp mark then I would
recommend forged pistons. An aftermarket ECU would give better control but costs more and is
more complex to setup and the cars immobiliser runs through the ECU. We managed to make
hp on the dyno but then when adding more boost the mixture started to run richer which we
couldnt understand. Any thoughts? Are you running an uprated air sensor? Is the turbo topping
out before you get the potential boost? Is the wastegate leaking or an air intake pipe
somewhere. If you remove the air filter housing does it still run rich? Join our forum today and
benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. You will also have full access
to the modifed car gallery, project car updates and exclusive member only areas. All car owners
of all ages and from all countries are welcome. Sign up now!!! Engine Balancing â€” balancing
pistons, rods and crank. Read more Engine Tuning High performance engine tuning Read more
Customizing a car guide Read more What is brake fade and what causes brake fade? This site
uses cookies: Your use of this site implies acceptance of these,you can disable cookies read
more. Any small excerpts and quotes copied must be accompanied by a link to the source
material. We detect all unauthorised copyright material taken from our site the moment it is
picked up by the search engines using pattern matching tools. Use of this site: Please treat the
information on this site as purely speculative. Our content is protected by CopyScape. We

accept no responsibility for damage caused due to following a recommendation made on this
site or in the forum. It is your responsibility to check and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip
or other articles content with a qualified mechanic before undertaking work or following
instructions. Something suitable for one model of car may be completely unsuitable for another
- so we can only give generic theory. Please drive sensibly we do not endorse speeding or
racing on the public highway or driving recklessly or in a manner than could endanger life or
property. Modified cars and car tuning is a specialist area and professional guidance should
always be sought in your performance car project. Save racing for the track and keep the roads
safe. Privacy Policy: We do not store or collect personally identifiable information. Cookies are
used to track visitor behaviour enabling us to monitor and optimise the effectiveness of our
content, and to remember your preferences and settings on this site. Our advertising partners
may also use cookies in accordance with their respective privacy policies to provide adverts of
most interest to you based on sites you visit and search terms and collate interest based
statistics to do so. To read more on this and how to opt out click here All information held by us
is kept secure and confidential and will not be divulged to others. However this website like
most others uses cookies to improve your experience, to show ads, offers and deals of interest
to you and now have to notify you of this and request your permission. The cookies we need to
use, for example we need to see which pages people find useful in our analytics cookies, we
also need to remember your choices preferences and settings and make sure we don't show too
many of the same adverts. We won't know who you are personally or be able to track you after
your visit to our site. See adverts offers and special deals of interest to you by allowing our
trusted Google advertisers to use targeted interest based advertising cookies. Tuning the Audi
1. The fact these engines can be tuned to such extremes indicates the versatility of them. The 20
valves are arranged with 3 intake valves and 2 exhaust valves per cylinder. Help us improve,
leave a suggestion or tip Click here to cancel reply. Nathan says:. June 22, at am. TorqueCars
says:. July 6, at am. Ken Cain says:. September 14, at am. November 24, at pm. Barry says:.
August 4, at am. Ken MacLeod says:. December 29, at pm. March 2, at am. Chris Bendure says:.
August 21, at am. August 24, at pm. Roberts says:. October 9, at am. February 27, at pm. Pete
Schneider says:. August 23, at pm. Rick says:. March 8, at pm. Ricky says:. March 17, at am.
March 20, at am. Phill says:. March 23, at pm. Tommy says:. May 21, at pm. May 30, at pm. Jure
says:. June 6, at pm. James says:. December 23, at pm. Tam says:. June 15, at pm. July 2, at am.
July 4, at am. Matt says:. July 26, at pm. Dante says:. August 13, at am. Shayden says:. June 19,
at pm. Patrick says:. July 4, at pm. October 21, at pm. November 1, at am. Daniel says:. April 14,
at pm. John Maxim says:. April 24, at am. April 24, at pm. Dane says:. July 5, at am. July 9, at
am. John says:. September 2, at am. September 2, at pm. Member Benefits Join our forum today
and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. Cookie Privacy Notice:
Don't Worry! That's Ok Privacy policy : Choose which cookies to accept here Settings. Close
We are very selective over cookie usage and have restricted permissions, you may choose to
see personalised adverts, offers and deals by giving permission to set non essential cookies
below. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. I have a audi a4 1. What is
the best turbo for the most power? Do you have instructions? The best turbo upgrade for the
Audi A4 is the KO4, which is produced by the same company as your stock turbo Borg Warner
Other things you will need to change: clutch depending on how far your going to go ,
intercoolers, full exhaust, larger MAF, larger fuel injectors, gaskets, plumbing, software. Go to
Borg Warner's website turbodriven. A 2d speedy gained't advance your horsepower. Audi is
merely an extreme priced thanks to get from aspect A to point B not something more effective.
You should sign up at some forums and do some research, and help in deciding on a setup and
what the goals for your car are. Good luck. Then worry about the bigger stuff.. Trending News.
Cherokee Nation calls on Jeep to stop using its name. Trump may soon have to answer rape
claims in court. Lovato's doc will set record straight about overdose. Palace: Prince Philip has
infection, will stay in hospital. Protester, 75, shoved to ground by police files lawsuit. Do you
know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Former chief denies 'optics' dictated Capitol
decisions. Texas AG was in Utah after historic freeze back home. Drew Barrymore: 'It's hard to
grow up in front of people'. Data reveals Americans' TV viewing habits in Scammers are now
taking aim at the retail trading frenzy. Answer Save. Scotty Shades Lv 4. I forget who makes the
good chip Look here! Really good site. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Every turbocharger has multi-discipline tests, like balance, housing durability, wheel
load limits, sealing, etc which are carried to enhance the quality of every unit. The K03
turbocharger is designed to be used on engines displacing 1. Our turbochargers have been
conducting multidisciplinary tests such as balance, housing durability, wheel load limits, seals,

etc. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition:
no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders
and start the return Select the return method Ship it! In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from
Amazon Sold by Henyee Details. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan
starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. K03 Turbo 1. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Buy the
selected items together This item: K03 Turbo 1. Sold by Henyee and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. RKX 1. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured
items you may like. This item K03 Turbo 1. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Product Description. HENYEE Turbocharger Every turbocharger has multi-discipline
tests, like balance, housing durability, wheel load limits, sealing, etc which are carried to
enhance the quality of every unit. Reliable Quality Our turbochargers have been conducting
multidisciplinary tests such as balance, housing durability, wheel load limits, seals, etc. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Horrible didnt work no boost huge exhaust leak.
Shipping fast and well packaged, works well on my car, feel strong power! Thank you! Images in
this review. Perfect fit. Very reasonable quality for the money spent, I've seen much much
"cheaper" looking turbos for more money, is it OEM quality? Probably not but it's a fraction of
the price, I have a couple thousand miles on it so far and it's performed flawlessly. I purchased
this as a replacement on my Audi A4. This car has been turned to about 20psi. While this turbo
was a direct bolt on the problem is now I have a severe o er boosting issue! My gauge only
reads to 20 so I don't know what it spikes up to but it Flys past 20psi, I then here the DV blow off
a bit, and then holds 15psi. Other than a custom tune which isn't cheap I haven't found a
resolution yet but it's only been on the car for a few hours. As it sits right now, I should have
just rebuilt the original turbo and probably will now! One person found this helpful. It's a dollar
turbo. Seems like any other cheap turbo, have not had time to install yet, cant vouch for
mileage. I had an issue with a prior turbos wastegate. I will be installing the factory waste gate
to avoid future issues. Exactly what it says it is. Fit perfect and worked perfect. Fast shipping.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I like the fact
I was expecting the turbo on the date I was told I would get it on but ended up getting it a week
or so earlier. Pulls great, looks great, and sounds great. Arrived quick, working so far. Report
abuse. Excelente producto me ha funcionado muy bien. Report abuse Translate review to
English. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: a
scion it
1990 chevy celebrity
1997 dodge dakota stereo wiring diagram
udi parts , Parts for VW , Car Turbos , turbo downpipe , audi turbocharger. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Surwit Auto Parts. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

